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The thermal evolution of explosive eruptive events such as volcanic plumes and pyroclastic density currents
(PDCs) is reflected in the textures of the material they deposit. Here we evaluate how the rinds of breadcrust
bombs can be used as a unique thermometer to examine mafic to intermediate explosive eruptions. These
eruptions can produce breadcrust bombs in either PDCs or as projectiles following nearly ballistic trajectories.
We develop an integrated model to examine bubble growth, pyroclast cooling, and dynamics of PDCs
and projectiles from buoyant plumes. We examine rind development as a function of transport regime
(PDC and projectile), transport properties (initial current temperature and current density), and pyroclast
properties (initial water content and radius). The model reveals that: 1) rinds of projectile pyroclasts are in
general thicker and less vesicular than those of PDC pyroclasts; 2) as the initial current temperature
decreases due to initial air entrainment, the rinds on PDC pyroclasts progressively increase in thickness;
and 3) rind thickness increases with decreasing water concentration and decreasing clast radius. Therefore,
the modeled pyroclast's morphology is dependent not only on initial water concentration but also on the
cooling rate, which is determined by the transport regime.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) are some of themost destructive
volcanic phenomena and understanding the many physical processes
associatedwith theseflows has provendifficult. Inherent opacity limita-
tions and hazardous conditions have resulted in relatively poor con-
straints on flow dynamics, in particular on the thermal evolution. One
mechanism that changes the thermal state of the current is entrainment
of colder, ambient air (Sparks, 1986; Bursik and Woods, 1996). The ex-
tent to which a current will entrain ambient air depends on the particle
concentration and concentration gradient, particle size distribution,
current shear, and current temperature (Dufek and Bergantz, 2007a).
These temporally and spatially variable conditions control the thermal
evolution of a PDC, directly influence the total run out distance, and de-
termine deposit characteristics (Hallworth et al., 1993; Bursik and
Woods, 1996; Branney and Kokelaar, 2002; Clarke et al., 2002; Wilson
and Houghton, 2002; Neri et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2008). To improve
our knowledge of the thermal evolution of PDCs, a better understanding
and application of thermal proxies in these flows must be developed.
heric Sciences, Georgia Institute
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nage).
Hot pyroclasts that are deposited from explosive volcanic eruptions,
either from ballistic trajectories or PDCs, have the potential to be used
as thermal proxies. Each pyroclast has a unique transport path that sam-
ples a portion of the volcanic environment (Kaminski and Jaupart, 1997;
Vanderkluysen et al., 2012). A breadcrust bomb (see Fig. 1a) may be an
especially useful thermal proxy due to its unique texture (Wright et al.,
2007; Giachetti et al., 2010). A breadcrust bomb is a pyroclast that has
many surface cracks, a dense rind, and a vesicular interior. The surface
cracks likely develop as a product of the continual growth of gas bubbles
in the hot interior, which causes expansion of the clast and subsequent
cracking of the brittle rind (Walker, 1969; Wright et al., 2007). Some
surface cracks may also be from thermal contraction or from the stress
of impact (Wright et al., 2007). Breadcrust bombs are found in deposits
from basaltic to rhyolitic explosive eruptions, typically of Vulcanian
style (Walker, 1982; Morrissey and Mastin, 2002; Wright et al., 2007).
Some volcanoes that have generated breadcrust bombs are Montserrat
(Giachetti et al., 2010), Mayon (Moore and Melson, 1969), Cerro Galan
(Wright et al., 2011), Lascar (Calder et al., 2000), Panum Dome
(Anderson et al., 1994), Cotopaxi (Pistolesi et al., 2011), Guagua
Pichincha (Wright et al., 2007), Tungurahua (Hall et al., 1999; Le
Pennec et al., 2008; Douillet et al., 2013), Vulcano (Walker, 1969), and
Ngauruhoe (Morrissey and Mastin, 2002). Breadcrust bombs are
found as ballistically emplaced clasts in the crater or on the flank of
volcanoes (Wright et al., 2007; Giachetti et al., 2010), but some are
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Fig. 1. Breadcrust bombs. a.) An example of a breadcrust bombwith a dense rind from Tungurahua volcano, Ecuador. b.) PDC deposit of breadcrust bombs at Tungurahua volcano, Ecuador.
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also found in PDCdeposits (Fig. 1b) kilometers away from the vent (Hall
et al., 1999; Hall and Mothes, 2008; Giachetti et al., 2010; Samaniego
et al., 2011; Douillet et al., 2013). The vesicularity gradient of a
breadcrust bomb is hypothesized to be the result of syn-eruptive bubble
nucleation and growth, and the quick cooling of the bomb's edge during
transport (Walker, 1969, 1982; Giachetti et al., 2010).

The radial distribution of bubble sizes in the clasts can provide
insight into each bomb's thermal history. Bubbles grow through
diffusion of volatiles into the bubble, where growth and expansion
is limited by magmatic viscosity, which changes by orders of magni-
tude during cooling and solidification (Sparks, 1978; Prousevitch
et al., 1993; Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996; Blower et al., 2001).
Bubble nucleation in breadcrust bombs is thought to happen after
fragmentation because of the small, isolated bubbles or the lack of
bubbles in the rind (Giachetti et al., 2010). Immediately after erup-
tion and fragmentation, breadcrust bombs are often above the glass
transition temperature, the kinetic limit at which the material tran-
sitions from a viscous liquid to a glass (Gottsmann et al., 2002;
Giordano et al., 2005). As the clast cools, viscosity increases and
parts of the clast will cross the glass transition temperature. The
increase in viscosity slows bubble growth, and bubble growth is
terminated at high viscosities or when the temperature crosses the
glass transition temperature. Therefore, the preserved radial bubble
size distribution in the bomb provides a textural indicator of the
relative timing between fragmentation and quenching (Giachetti
et al., 2010). The radially dependent bubble size distribution within
a given breadcrust bomb is proposed to be a function of bubble nucle-
ation delay, bubble growth rate, cooling rate, and viscosity (Walker,
1969, 1982; Hoblitt and Harmon, 1993; Giachetti et al., 2010). Examin-
ing textural features of breadcrust bomb rinds after an eruption,
when the depositional location of the pyroclast is known, provides
an opportunity to retrace the thermal history of the pyroclast and
of the eruption itself.

A combination of physical andmathematicalmodels have been used
to look at the cooling of pyroclasts that fell vertically (Thomas and
Sparks, 1992), had ballistic trajectories (Capaccioni and Cuccoli, 2005;
Wright et al., 2007), or were entrained within an eruption column
(Kaminski and Jaupart, 1997; Hort andGardner, 2000). Previous cooling
models of falling pyroclasts have used convective and radiative heat
transfer boundary conditions and conductive cooling in the clast interi-
or (Thomas and Sparks, 1992). More recent models expanded on this
by adding a ballistic transport model with flight path and velocity
to calculate the cooling of pyroclasts on a parabolic trajectory
(Capaccioni and Cuccoli, 2005; Wright et al., 2007). Wright et al.
(2007) compared known rind thicknesses of breadcrust bombs
from field data to their coolingmodel to determine the time required
for the rind to cool below the glass transition temperature. The time for
the rind to cool below the glass transition temperature was used as an
approximation for rind formation time. The comparison suggests that
rinds form relatively quickly (less than 45 s) after eruption and that
some rinds on finely breadcrusted bombs form before impact.

A limited number of studies examine the interaction between
cooling rates and syn-eruptive bubble growth. The model by Hort
and Gardner (2000) on pumice cooling and bubble growth showed
that water loss in pumice depends on the cooling rate. Pumice was
almost completely degassed if the ratio of the cooling timescale to
the degassing timescale was greater than approximately 50 (Hort
and Gardner, 2000). A pumice clast was less vesicular at the edge
compared to its interior because of rapid cooling and viscous
quenching on clast margins (Kaminski and Jaupart, 1997). The im-
pact of these timescales on textures stresses the need to couple nu-
merical models of cooling and bubble growth to better interpret
pyroclast textures. The pyroclast's transport path through the local
environment will influence its final texture. All of these previous
cooling models focus on either a parabolic path with no collisions
or a collision-free fall through a uniform temperature environment.
The examination of pyroclast cooling while entrained in a PDC has
not been studied. No existing numerical model compares how differ-
ent travel paths, such as ballistic versus PDC transport, affect a
pyroclast's cooling history and, therefore, its texture.

In this study, a model of the thermal history and rind thickness of
breadcrust bombs is developed to determine if path- and temperature-
dependent textural information is imparted on multiple pyroclasts
when transported either as projectiles in a buoyant eruption plume or
within the body of a PDC. Throughout the text, pyroclasts entrained in
PDCs will be referred to as PDC pyroclasts or PDC. The pyroclasts that
are ballistically ejected out of a buoyant plume will be referred to as
projectile pyroclasts or projectile. To evaluate how the cooling history
influences rind thickness, we build on the pyroclast coolingmodels pre-
sented in Thomas and Sparks (1992), Capaccioni and Cuccoli (2005),
and Wright et al. (2007) by adding a detailed transport system and a
coupled model of cooling, viscosity, and bubble growth for individual
pyroclasts. In each pyroclast, the radial change in bubble size allows
for an explicit definition of rind thickness, where the rind contains
the smallest bubbles. We also examine how varying the initial water
concentration in the pyroclast affects the rind thickness. In this
work, we focus on the end-member conditions of projectile pyroclasts
ejected primarily through a cool, ambient atmosphere and pyroclasts
transported in hot PDCs with variable entrainment histories.
Here we do not focus on a specific eruption, but rather evaluate
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general trends in textural development associated with variable
transport histories.

2. Methods

A coupled, multi-scale model is constructed to assess the effect
transport path has on a breadcrust bomb's rind thickness and radial
bubble size distribution. Development of the breadcrust bomb is
modeled by combining three models of different scales that affect its
evolution: 1.) macro-scale: pyroclast transport in a multiphase current;
2.) pyroclast-scale: surface heat loss and interior conductive cooling;
and 3.) micro-scale: bubble growth. A model schematic is shown
in Fig. 2.

2.1. Macro-scale model

We apply a multiphase Eulerian–Eulerian–Lagrangian (EEL) model,
modified from MFIX (Multiphase Flow with Interphase eXchanges
(Syamlal et al., 1993)), for volcanic currents (Dufek and Bergantz,
2007a) to simulate evolving particle concentration, thermal environ-
ment, physical dynamics, and the relative motion of clasts in two
end-member currents: projectile pyroclasts from buoyant plumes
and pyroclasts entrained in PDCs. The EEL model has previously
been used to model PDCs and their deposits (Dufek and Bergantz,
2007a, 2007b; Dufek et al., 2009) and has been validated by compar-
ison to direct numerical simulations (DNS) of gravity currents and
experiments (Dufek and Bergantz, 2007a). This multiphase model
solves the continuum equations for mass, momentum, and energy,
as well as related constitutive equations. For the PDC simulations,
the resolution is 20 m by 5 m and the simulation area is 8070 m by
2000 m, both respectively along the horizontal and vertical axis.
For the buoyant eruption with projectiles, the resolution is 20 m by
20 m and the simulation area is 8070 m by 6000 m, respectively
along the horizontal and vertical axis. For the two transport regimes,
the same topography of a gentle, smooth slope is used (See Figs. 3
and 4 for an example of the topographic profile).
Fig. 2. Model schematic (not to scale). 1.) Macro-scale: transport of pyroclasts as either pro
2.) Pyroclast-scale: the cooling of the isotropic, spherical clast from convective and radiativ
The clast composition, water content (changing due to bubble growth) and temperat
temperature. 3.) Micro-scale: The bubble growth model in which growth is limited by vis
glass transition temperature.
The model uses two continuum (Eulerian) phases: a particle
phase that represents the fine particles (particle diameter is
5.0 × 10−5 m for PDC simulations and 1.0 × 10−4 m for the buoyant
plume simulations) and a gas phase. The particle diameters for PDC
and buoyant plume ash are selected to have a Stokes number less
than ~0.1 so that the fine particle phase will act as tracers of the fluid
flow. The ash phase here approximates particles generated both from
the initial fragmentation event as well as those generated by post-
fragmentation conduit processes (Dufek et al., 2012) and during trans-
port (Dufek andManga, 2008). The particle and gas phases are two-way
coupled by drag forces. The particle phase can interact with the gas
phase, internally within its phase as a result of collisions or frictional
interaction, and with the substrate. The collisional transfer of mo-
mentum is assumed to be binary and inelastic, and frictional stresses
are assumed when the local volume fraction of particles exceeds
close packing (here assumed to be 0.5 volume fraction) (Dufek and
Bergantz, 2007a). The conservation equations are solved by finite
volume methods.

The governing equations are the conservation of mass for
both phases,

∂
∂t αgρg

� �
þ ∂
∂xi

αgρgug;i

� �
¼ 0; ð1Þ

∂
∂t αsρsð Þ þ ∂

∂xi
αsρsus;i

� �
¼ 0; ð2Þ

the conservation of energy for both phases,

αgρgcP;g
∂Tg

∂t þ ug;i
∂Tg

∂xi

 !
¼ ∂qg

∂xi
−Hgs; ð3Þ

αsρscP;s
∂Ts

∂t þ us;i
∂Ts

∂xi

� �
¼ ∂qs

∂xi
þ Hgs; ð4Þ
jectile pyroclasts that erupt from a buoyant plume or as pyroclasts entrained in a PDC.
e heat transfer to the surrounding environment and conductive cooling in the interior.
ure (changing due to cooling) are used to calculate viscosity and glass transition
cosity and diffusion, and is halted once the temperature is lower then the calculated

image of Fig.�2
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and the conservation of momentum for both phases,

∂
∂t αgρgug;i

� �
þ ∂
∂xi

αgρgug;iug; j

� �
¼ ∂Pg

∂xi
δij þ

∂τg;ij
∂xj

þ Ii þ αgρggiδi2; ð5Þ

∂
∂t αsρsus;i

� �
þ ∂
∂xi

αsρsus;ius; j

� �
¼ ∂Ps

∂xi
δij þ

∂τs;ij
∂xj

−Ii þ αsρsgiδi2: ð6Þ

See Table 1 for definition of symbols.
In addition to the two Eulerian phases, a Lagrangian phase is

modeled to simulate the path and environment of a pyroclast during
an eruption. Each individual Lagrangian particle is influenced by its
local environment, which changes temporally and spatially. To track
the particles, the equation of motion of each particle,

ms
dus;i

dt
¼ Fg;i þ Fs;i þ g ms−mf

� �
δi2; ð7Þ

is solved and is coupled to the Eulerian phases through the drag terms,
where Fg is the drag force from the gas phase, Fs is the force from the
collision of small particles, ms is the mass of the particle, mf is the
mass of the gas displaced by the particle, and the i terms are index no-
tation (Maxey and Riley, 1983; Burgisser et al., 2005; Dufek et al., 2009).
See Table 1 for further explanation of symbols. We examine 1000
Lagrangian particles (i.e., pyroclasts) per simulation. The Lagrangian
particles are the same size to facilitate comparison between simulations
(acknowledging that real eruptions have complex distributions of large
clasts). The EEL model calculates and records the environmental
information the Lagrangian particle experiences by interpolating
the velocity, gas viscosity, gas heat capacity, gas density, and mean-
temperature fields simulated through the Eulerian component to the
specific particle location. To model breadcrust bomb morphology,
these environmental conditions are used to calculate the cooling of
the clast.

2.2. Clast-scale

2.2.1. Clast cooling
The cooling of individual pyroclasts is modeled by solving for heat

loss due to convective and radiative heat transfer at the surface and
conductive cooling within the clast. Convective and radiative cooling
is assumed to only take place at the surface and is not calculated radially
within the clast. This assumption has been determined to be appropri-
ate for cooling of pumiceous pyroclasts, where it was determined that
interior convective and radiative heat transfer is negligible (Thomas
and Sparks, 1992; Tait et al., 1998; Hort and Gardner, 2000). Clasts are
assumed to be spherical, isotropic, uniform in composition, and con-
stant in size (i.e. we assume no radial expansion due to bubble growth).
We further assume the bulk material properties of the clasts are unaf-
fected by bubble growth and keep the clast density, heat capacity, and
thermal conductivity constant. Previous cooling models have also
assumed a constant thermal diffusivity, as the interest is in the bulk
cooling of the clast (Hort and Gardner, 2000; Capaccioni and Cuccoli,
2005; Wright et al., 2007). The spherically symmetric 1D heat equation
is solved to model the spatial and temporal temperature change of
the clast:

ρccpc
∂T
∂t ¼ kc

r2
∂
∂r r2

∂T
∂r

� �
ð8Þ

where ρc is clast density, cp,c is clast heat capacity, r is the radial coordi-
nate, and kc is thermal conductivity of the clast (See Table 2 for values).
The heat equation is solved implicitly with finite difference methods
(second order in space and time, unconditionally stable) (Patankar,
1980). A 10−2 second timestep is used, and the 1D profile has a 10−4

meter resolution. The numerical solution for conduction and convection
is verified against an analytical solution (Eckert and Drake, 1987;
Incropera and DeWitt, 1996).

The surface cooling of the clast is modeled by calculating the heat
flux. This allows the calculation of the clast temperature as a result
of its interaction with the surrounding environment through forced
convection and radiation. The surface heat flux is

kc
∂T
∂r

� �
r¼R

¼ −qR−qc; ð9Þ

where

qR ¼ γ T4
∞−T4

cs

� �
ð10Þ

is the radiative heat flux, and

qc ¼ h T∞−Tcs

� �
ð11Þ

is the convective heat flux, γ is black body emissivity, Tcs is surface
temperature of the clast, T∞ is the surrounding gas temperature, and h
is the heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient,

h ¼ Nu kg
2rc

; ð12Þ

is calculatedusing theNusselt number (Nu), the thermal conductivity of
the surrounding gas (kg), and the clast radius (rc). TheNusselt number is
determined from empirical equations acquired from experiments on
spheres (Achenbach, 1978) and small volcanic pyroclasts (Stroberg
et al., 2010). The equations are dependent on the particle Reynolds
number and Prandtl number. The particle Reynolds number,

Rep ¼
2 vg−vc
� ���� ���rcρg

μg
; ð13Þ

is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces and is determined by the
velocity difference between the clast (vc) and gas (vg), clast radius (rc),
gas density (ρg), and gas viscosity (μg). The Prandtl number,

Pr ¼
cpgμg

kg
; ð14Þ

is the ratio of momentum diffusion to thermal diffusion and is de-
pendent on the gas phase, where cPg is gas heat capacity, μg is gas
viscosity, and kg is gas thermal conductivity. For ambient air, Pr is
~ 0.71, which is the value used in the experiments on spheres to
find the Nusselt number (Achenbach, 1978). Our simulations include
more diverse environments that result in Prandtl numbers varying
from approximately 0.3 to 0.9. This variation of the Prandtl number
results in a 30–40% difference in Nusselt numbers for the low particle
Reynolds number (Rep b 2.0 × 105) and we assume the deviation from
Pr = 0.71 for the higher particle Reynolds numbers is similar in
magnitude.

For low particle Reynolds number (Rep b 2.0 × 105),

Nu ¼ 2þ xRe
1=2
p Pr

1=3 ; ð15Þ

where x = ρc [(2.2 ± 0.3) × 10−4] + (0.31 ± 0.04), and ρc is the
density of the volcanic clast (Stroberg et al., 2010). For mid-range
particle Reynolds number 2.0 × 105 ≤ Rep ≤ 4.0 × 105,

Nu ¼ 473:94 log Rep
� �

−5436:4: ð16Þ



Table 1
Physical properties.a

Parameter Description Units

cP Heat capacity J/(kg · K)
P Pressure Pa
I Interphase momentum transfer due to drag Pa/m3

T Temperature K
u Velocity m/s
q Heat flux J/(m2 · s)
α Volume fraction
τ Stress tensor Pa
ρ Density kg/m3

g Gravity m/s2

δij Kronecker delta operator
H Mean interphase heat transfer J/(m3 · s)
Fg Gas drag m/s2

Fs Particle–particle drag m/s2

a Subscripts s and g in the equations refer to the solid and gas phase, respective-
ly. i and j refer to spatial dimensions (Dufek et al., 2009).
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Eq. (16) is from a fit of the data of Achenbach (1978). For high particle
Reynolds number 4.0 × 105 b Rep b 5.0 × 106,

Nu ¼ 430þ a1Rep þ b1Re
2
p þ c1Re

3
p; ð17Þ

where a1 = 5 × 10−4; b1 = 0.25 × 10−9; c1 = −3.1 × 10−17

(Achenbach, 1978). There is an error reported in Achenbach (1978)
for a1; see Appendix A for further details.

2.2.2. Clast viscosity
Themelt viscosity is calculated at each grid point along the 1D radial

profile of the pyroclast with the Giordano et al. (2008) viscosity model.
For the input composition, we use whole rock analysis results of a
breadcrust bomb from Tungurahua volcano (Samaniego et al., 2011)
and vary initial water concentration. The viscosity profile of individual
pyroclasts varies throughout the simulation as a result of the changing
temperature from cooling and changingwater concentration from bub-
ble growth. Vesicularity and crystal content also influence the absolute
viscosity (Kaminski and Jaupart, 1997; Llewellin and Manga, 2005;
Caricchi et al., 2007). The presence of crystals increases the viscosity,
Table 2
Clast and bubble propertiesa.

Parameter Symbol Value

Pyroclast par
Density ρc 2400
Heat capacity cPc 1095
Thermal conductivity kc 1.5
Radius r 0.1
Initial temperature To 1200
Thermal diffusivity κc 5.71 × 1
Black body emissivity γ 5.67 × 1
Initial glass transition temperature Tg,o 818

Bubble para
Melt pressure pm 105

Surface tension σ 0.35
Diffusivity H2O D 9.0 × 10
Henry's constant Kh 10−11

Initial conc. H2O co 0.01
Bubble number density BND 1010

Initial bubble pressure Po 105

Initial bubble radius Ro 0.3
A priori final bubble radius Rfinal 1420
Critical bubble radius Rcr 0.071
Initial shell radius So 288
Melt density ρm 2400

a All values are constant except for the initial values c, R, S, T, Tg, and P, which will change w
b The initial glass temperature is from Giordano et al. (2008) viscosity model using the c

concentration of 1 wt.%.
which restricts bubble growth. To incorporate the effect that fine-
grained crystals (i.e., microlites) have on viscosity, the Einstein–Roscoe
correlation is applied. The Einstein–Roscoe correlation is,

μmþc ¼ μm 1−Rϕð Þ−2:5
; ð18Þ

where μm is the melt viscosity calculated by the Giordano et al. (2008)
model, R = 1.67, ϕ is the volume fraction of crystals, and μm + c is the
new viscosity. This correlation has been found to be consistent with
crystal volume fractions less than or equal to 30% (Dobran, 2001). In
all the models, crystal volume fraction is assumed to be 30%, which is
a reasonable value for breadcrust bombs (Burgisser et al., 2010;
Giachetti et al., 2010; Samaniego et al., 2011).

The viscosity model enables the calculation of physical proper-
ties that are dependent on melt composition, temperature, and
viscosity. One such property is the glass transition temperature,
Tg (Giordano et al., 2008). The glass transition temperature is
the transition of melt from a relaxed viscous liquid to an unre-
laxed glass. It depends on composition and thermal history of
the material (Gottsmann et al., 2002; Giordano et al., 2005). The glass
transition temperature is higher with faster cooling rates and with
decreasing water concentrations (Giordano et al., 2005). As many
rinds are glassy and non-vesicular, the glass transition is an important
property for rind formation and is coupled with our clast- and micro-
scale model. If the clast temperature drops below the calculated glass
transition temperature, the bubble growth is terminated and the bubble
is frozen in place. The glass transition temperature is calculated in the
model as the temperature at which the specific melt composition
would have a viscosity of 1012 Pa⋅s (Giordano et al., 2008). The assump-
tion is that themelt has a relaxation timescale of ~15min and a cooling
rate of ~10 K/min. Traditionally, the glass transition viscosity is treated
as independent of composition and is found to be around 1012 Pa⋅s for
cooling rates on the order of several K/min (Gottsmann et al., 2002;
Giordano et al., 2005).

2.3. Micro-scale (bubble growth)

The calculation of bubble growth within a viscous melt (Prousevitch
et al., 1993) is used to model the rind thickness of the breadcrust bomb.
Units Reference

ameters
kg/m3

J/(kg · K) Bacon (1977)
W/(m · K) Clauser and Huenges (1995)
m
K

0−7 m2/s Whittington et al. (2009)
0−8 W/(m2 · K4)

K Giordano et al. (2008)b

meters
Pa
N/m Walker and Mullins (1981)

−11 m2/s Behrens et al. (2004)
Pa−1 Burnham (1975)

m−3 Hurwitz and Navon (1994)
Pa
μm
μm
μm
μm
kg/m3

ith time.
omposition of a bomb from Tungurahua (Samaniego et al., 2011) and an initial water
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Bubble growth is calculated radially along the 1D profile of the
pyroclast. Radially, all the bubbles start with the same size and the
same porosity of ~10−7%. Using the final radial bubble size distribu-
tion, we define the interior boundary of the rind as the point at which
the spatial gradient of bubble size is maximized.

The Prousevitch et al. (1993) bubble growth model is isothermal,
and water diffusivity and viscosity are held constant. To modify this
bubble growth model, the changing temperature and viscosity of the
melt calculated on the clast-scalemodel is coupled to the bubble growth
model. We assume the melt surrounding the bubble is in thermal
equilibrium with the temperature of the clast-scale model. The
water concentration at the bubble–melt boundary is used to calculate
the viscosity, as the viscous resistance to bubble growth is strongly
controlled by the melt nearest the bubble (Blower et al., 2001). The
bubble growth model accounts for growth due to the changing volatile
concentration profile, the bubble growth resistance from high viscosi-
ties, the changing pressure of the bubble (ambient pressure, surface
tension, and dynamic pressure), changes in saturation concentration
at the bubble–melt interface, and the growing bubble radius. Bubble
growth is most affected by the diffusion rate, viscosity of the melt,
surface tension, initial water concentration, ambient pressure, and
bubble separation (Prousevitch et al., 1993).We do not consider coales-
cence, multiple nucleation events, ripening, or irregular spacing of bub-
bles. We tested our model with results from Prousevitch et al. (1993)
and Forestier-Coste et al. (2012) and find good agreement.

In the model, the bubbles are each surrounded by a finite volume
of melt that is closely packed in a polygonal matrix (see Prousevitch
et al. (1993) for further explanation). For the bubbles to grow, the initial
bubble radius must be greater than a critical radius,

Rcr ¼
2σ

c2o
Kh

−pm

: ð19Þ

See Table 2 for explanation of symbols and the corresponding values.
This results in a critical radius of 0.071 μm. For all simulations, the initial
bubble radius is 0.3 μm with a bubble number density of 1010 m−3

(Hurwitz and Navon, 1994). The maximum size a bubble can grow,

Rfinal ¼ Ro
ρm

ρg

S3o−R3
o

R3
o

co− Khpmð Þ
1=2

� �
þ 2σ
Ropm

þ 1

" #1=3

; ð20Þ

is calculated a priori based on the initial bubble radius, shell radius,
pressure, and density, as well as constant conditions in Table 2.
Eqs (19) and (20) are from Prousevitch et al. (1993). If bubble num-
ber density is increased, Rfinal and the time for complete bubble growth
will decrease (Prousevitch et al., 1993), which will result in smaller
rinds. With this bubble growth model, we can examine how bubble
growth is restricted as a result of an increase in viscosity from the
cooling of the pyroclast. This allows us to calculate rind thickness and
examine its correlation with a pyroclast's cooling history.

2.4. Model compilation

Our simulations explore a range of initial conditions with this multi-
scale, coupled model (Table 3) to determine whether transport and
thermal history influence the rind thickness. At one-second intervals,
the macro-scale model records the velocity of each Lagrangian particle
(1000 per simulation) and the interpolated Eulerian gas information
around the particle (such as velocity, viscosity, heat capacity, density,
and mean-temperature) in a data file. The clast- and pore-scale models
are run concurrently, reading in the data from the 1000 Lagrangian
particles that are tracked in each macro-scale simulation. The heat loss
of each particle is determined with the clast-scale model. Viscosity
and glass transition temperature are calculated using the Giordano
et al. (2008) model with the temporally changing temperature from
the clast-scale model and the temporally changingwater concentration
profile from the pore-scale model. The temperature, glass transition
temperature, and viscosity are applied to the pore-scale model for
bubble growth. If the temperature is less than the glass transition
temperature, the bubble growthmodel is stopped at that radial position
and the bubble is frozen in place. Each calculation simulates 450 s of
eruptive activity.

We first assess how particle trajectories and transport regimes
(i.e., projectile vs. PDC entrained) influence the thermal history and
rind development in the clast. To more easily discern how path affects
the rind thickness, most of the initial conditions are kept the same for
each simulation and transport occurs in two primary scenarios,
a buoyant eruptive plume with projectile bombs or a PDC propagat-
ing laterally with entrained bombs. Run conditions pertinent to each
simulation, PDC 1–6 and Projectile 1–6, are included in Table 3. The
initial gas temperature for each transport regime is varied between
900 K, 700 K, and 500 K to approximate conditions in a flowwith var-
iable near-vent air entrainment. Variable initial entrainment of cold
air cools the current and is likely an important component for PDCs
that generate breadcrust bombs (Rader et al., in press). For each
initial gas temperature, a dense and dilute current for each transport
regime is analyzed (see Table 3). The dense and dilute terms are used
in relation to our simulations and are not meant as actual end mem-
ber values for all eruptions. Runs 1 and 2 have the highest initial gas
temperature and have a dense (Run 1) and dilute (Run 2) end mem-
ber. The naming scheme is the same for both the Projectile and PDC
runs. An increase in run number correlates to a decrease in initial
gas temperature.

The varying density of the buoyant plumes is coupled to the initial
ejection velocities. The initial ejection velocity of the current is based
on the assumption that the flow is choked at the vent, and we assume
a bomb's initial velocity is the same as the current. The exit velocities
for the buoyant eruption with projectiles range from ~135–400 m/s
and ejection angles are random. The PDC eruptions all start with an
initial pyroclast and gas velocity of 20 m/s. In the first 5 s of the sim-
ulation, only the continuum model is run to allow the PDC to propa-
gate down the slope; after 5 s the Lagrangian particles start to be
introduced in both the interior of the current and slightly above the
current. This is done to give pyroclasts an opportunity to distribute
throughout the current. We assume a small background wind field
(2 m/s) after deposition, to simulate post-depositional cooling. All
1000 Lagrangian pyroclasts per simulation have an initial magmatic
temperature of 1200 K, a radius of 10 cm (a bomb radius is
N 3.2 cm), and a density of 2400 kg/m3. For the pyroclast-scale, the
material properties of the clasts are held constant (see Table 2), and
1 wt.% H2O is used as the initial water content for the viscosity and
bubble growth model. The pore-scale model has the same initial bub-
ble values for all the simulations (see Table 2 for a list of the constant
and initial values). We hold constant initial bubble conditions and
many of the clast properties in order to focus on how transport re-
gime and transport properties influence rind thickness and
breadcrust bomb morphology.

After thermal history is assessed, we investigate how water content
and clast size affect the rind thickness. To determine how initial water
concentration influences the rind thickness, all initial parameters and
transport histories for Projectile 4 and PDC 3 are the same and only
initial water concentration is varied from 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.27, 2.0 and
3.0 wt.% H2O (see section Initial water in Table 3). For the clast size
variation study, all initial parameters are the same as model runs
Projectile 4 and PDC 3, except the pyroclasts within the macro- and
clast-scale models now vary in radius size from 2.5 cm to 50 cm
(see section Pyroclast size in Table 3). This will cause different trans-
port paths because of variations in size, and will cause different
cooling regimes owing to new conductive cooling length scales and
heat transfer coefficients.



Table 3
Initial conditions of simulations.

Model name Initial gas temp.
(K)

Volume fraction of gas Exit velocity
(m/s)

Pyroclast radius
(cm)

Initial H2O
(wt.%)

Transport & thermal history
Projectile 1 900 0.998 139.0 10.0 1.0
Projectile 2 900 0.9999 399.4 10.0 1.0
Projectile 3 700 0.998 137.5 10.0 1.0
Projectile 4 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 1.0
Projectile 5 500 0.998 135.0 10.0 1.0
Projectile 6 500 0.9999 326.8 10.0 1.0
PDC 1 900 0.6 20.0 10.0 1.0
PDC 2 900 0.8 20.0 10.0 1.0
PDC 3 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 1.0
PDC 4 700 0.8 20.0 10.0 1.0
PDC 5 500 0.6 20.0 10.0 1.0
PDC 6 500 0.8 20.0 10.0 1.0

Initial water
Projectile 4a 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 0.8
Projectile 4b 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 0.9
Projectile 4c 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 1.25
Projectile 4d 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 1.5
Projectile 4e 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 2.0
Projectile 4f 700 0.9999 368.2 10.0 3.0
PDC 3a 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 0.8
PDC 3b 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 0.9
PDC 3c 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 1.25
PDC 3d 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 1.5
PDC 3e 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 2.0
PDC 3f 700 0.6 20.0 10.0 3.0

Pyroclast size
Projectile 7 700 0.9999 368.2 2.5 1.0
Projectile 8 700 0.9999 368.2 5.0 1.0
Projectile 9 700 0.9999 368.2 50.0 1.0
PDC 7 700 0.6 20.0 2.5 1.0
PDC 8 700 0.6 20.0 5.0 1.0
PDC 9 700 0.6 20.0 50.0 1.0
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3. Results

The multiphase simulations predict textural and cooling differences
in pyroclasts due to different transport paths. Here we discuss sepa-
rately three issues: 1) the distinct paths experienced by particles
under each condition; 2) the role of transport path and thermal
environment on the cooling profiles experienced in the different
scenarios; and 3) radial bubble variations and rind thicknesses that
are preserved in deposited clasts.
Fig. 3. Projectile 1 model snapshot (not showing total simulation area). a.) Gas temperature con
circles are the Lagrangian particles at 18 s. The buoyant plume entrains ambient air and cools alo
b.) Contour of the volume fraction of particles on a log scale at 18 s and blue circles are the same
non-parabolic trajectory for some of the particles.
3.1. Transport history (macro-scale results)

Particles in the multiphase simulations travel along distinct paths
that result in different cooling histories and rind thicknesses. For the
buoyant plume eruptions, projectiles mostly travel through cooler am-
bient air. The pyroclasts exit the hot eruption column within seconds
and the remainder of the simulation time experience environments
close to that of ambient air (Fig. 3). The denser, low velocity plume
eruptions (Projectile 1, 3, and 5) eject clasts that travel a shorter
tour of the dense Projectile 1 model at 18 s. The initial gas temperature is 900 K. The blue
ng the outer edges. As thefigure depicts, the projectiles travel mostly through ambient air.
Lagrangian particles. c.) The complete trajectory path of 10 Lagrangian particles. Note the

image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4. PDC 1model snapshot (not showing total simulation area). Lagrangian particles are blue circles. a.) Gas temperature contour for PDC 1 at 68 s. The initial gas temperature is 900 K.
Note the cooling of the current by entrainment of ambient air at the top of the current. The bed load region of the current still stays reasonably hot (700–900 K) and is where the larger
particles (Lagrangian) are located. b.) Particle volume fraction contour in log scale that depicts higher volume fraction of particles located in the bed load region.
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distance by approximately 2 km than those erupted from dilute,
high velocity plumes (Projectile 2, 4, and 6). The pyroclast transport
time, τtransport, for Projectile 1, 3, and 5 (dense plume eruption) is on
average 20 s and for Projectile 2, 4, and 6 (dilute plume eruption) is
33 s. τtransport is the time the particle is moving and includes the time
the particle is in flight and the time it saltates along the ground until it
comes to a stop. Some of the pyroclasts do not follow a parabolic trajec-
tory (Fig. 3c) but rather have trajectories that deviate slightly from these
parabolic paths as a result of drag between fine particles within the col-
umnand recirculatingwind currents that develop as the plume ascends.
The trajectories of the projectiles are similar to trajectories observed by
Vanderkluysen et al. (2012).

The model of PDC results in pyroclasts that travel for longer dura-
tions in hot environments compared to projectile pyroclasts. The varia-
tion of initial current density results in different run out distances for the
large clasts. The pyroclasts in the dense currents (PDC 1, 3, and 5) travel
about 1 km further than the pyroclasts in the dilute currents (PDC 2, 4,
and 6). For the majority of their transport, the large pyroclasts travel by
saltation and through frictional interactionwith the body of the current,
primarily in the hot, dense bed load region. The bed load region stays
the hottest and has the largest volume fraction of particles (Fig. 4).
The average τtransport of the pyroclasts in the dense currents (PDC 1, 3,
and 5) is 61 s and 26 s for the dilute currents (PDC 2, 4, and 6).

3.2. Pyroclast cooling history (clast-scale results)

The large thermal gradients between the clast and the atmosphere
immediately after eruption lead to rapid cooling at the surface of
the clast. This is particularly true for the clasts following projectile
trajectories. In the first 60 s, the surfaces of the clasts rapidly cool
(Fig. 5) and in general cool more efficiently in buoyant plume simula-
tions. Here we compare the clast temperature to the initial temperature
(relative temperature). At 60 s, all 3000 projectile pyroclasts in Fig. 5a
cool to a relative temperature of 55–77%, with an average relative
temperature of 70%. The clasts that travel dominantly in the core of
the plume (and typically land closer to the vent) cool more slowly
than those following lower angle trajectories. The lower angle trajecto-
ries travel for longer times, deposit furthest from the vent, and the
majority of their travel is in the cooler, ambient atmosphere. These
clasts have larger particle Reynolds numbers and therefore higher
heat transfer coefficients. The surface temperature kink in Fig. 5a
(around 40–45 s) is the result of higher conductive heat flux within
the clast compared to the overall surface heat flux. This causes the
surface of the clast to heat up again and happens after deposition. Clasts
entrained in PDCs typically have more similar transport paths and less
variation in their surface temperature than the projectile clasts. An in-
crease in surface temperature variation and cooling corresponds with
a decrease in the initial PDC gas temperature (Fig. 5b). At 60 s, the
clast surfaces of PDC 1 (900 K initial gas temperature) cool to 85%
relative temperature. PDC 3 (700 K initial gas temperature) clast
surfaces cool on average to ~82% relative temperature and PDC 5 clasts
(500K initial gas temperature) cool to ~79% relative temperature. PDC 5
does havemore variation in surface cooling, covering the entire range of
66–87% relative temperature.

Another useful comparison is the time it takes to cool the pyroclast
200 K throughout specific radial segments of the clast, specifically at
the surface and the rind–interior boundary. Although arbitrary, the
timescale associatedwith a 200K decrease in temperature encompasses
the initial fast cooling rates as well as the more gradual temperature
changes with diminished thermal gradients. The average cooling times
for the projectiles are shorter than the average cooling times for the
PDCs. The projectiles' cooling times change with initial density of the
current. The dense plumes (Projectile 1, 3, and 5) cool more slowly
than the dilute plumes (Projectile 2, 4, and 6). The dilute plume
pyroclasts coolmore quickly because a dilute current has a higher initial
velocity under the choked flow assumption. Higher velocities result in
higher particle Reynolds numbers and therefore greater heat transfer.
The changes in initial gas temperature make less of a difference on the
cooling times (Table 4). For the projectiles, the average cooling rate
for the rind to cool 200 K ranges from 400 to 520 K/min. For 10 mm in
from the edge of the clast, the average cooling rate is greater than
50 K/min. The time it takes to cool the temperature by 200 K for the
PDCpyroclasts variesmorewith initial gas temperature thanwith initial
current density (Table 4). The average rate to cool the rind 200 K ranges
from 80 to 330 K/min, with the rate increasing with decreasing initial
gas temperature (or greater initial air entrainment). For 10 mm in
from the surface of the clast, the average cooling rate is greater than
30 K/min.

3.3. Rind thickness and bubble growth

3.3.1. Thermal history
The variation in the thermal history of the pyroclast affects its final

rind thickness. For the simulations with projectiles, there is little
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Projectile Clast Relative Surface Temperature PDC Clast Relative Surface Temperature

Fig. 5. Relative surface temperature of pyroclasts. The relative surface temperature is the surface temperature of a pyroclast divided by its initial temperature of 1200 K. A relative surface
temperature of 65%means the surface has cooled to 780 K. The shaded polygon is the relative temperature area covered by the 1000 particles per simulation for thefirst 60 s of cooling. The
circles are the average of all 1000 particles at each 1-second interval. The error bars are the standard deviation of the average at each 1-second interval. a.) Relative pyroclast surface
temperature for the projectile simulations, Projectile 2, 4, and 6. All the projectile pyroclasts experience similar cooling histories, despite varying the initial gas temperature (shown in
parentheses in the legend). The kink in the average temperature is the result of surface heat flux being less than the conductive heat flux inside the clast. This occurs after deposition.
b.) Relative pyroclast surface temperature for the PDC simulations, PDC 1, 3, and 5. PDC 1 (initial gas temperature = 900 K) has the least variability and smallest amount of cooling for
the surface of the clast. As the initial gas temperature decreases (or there is greater entrainment of ambient air), there is more variability in surface temperatures and greater cooling.
PDC 5 (initial gas temperature = 500 K) has the greatest amount of surface cooling (~67–87% by 60 s). Even at the lower initial gas temperatures, the PDC pyroclasts do not cool as
much as the projectile pyroclasts in the first 60 s.
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variation in rind thickness with varying initial gas temperature and
more variation as a result of initial current density (Fig. 6 and Table 4).
The projectiles from the dilute (faster velocity) eruptions, Projectile 2,
4, and 6, have an average rind thickness of 3.11–3.16 mm over the
900–500 K erupting gas temperature range. The dense (lower velocity)
buoyant plumes, Projectile 1, 3, and 5, have pyroclasts with more vari-
ation in the average rind thickness, 2.27–2.64 mm, over the 900–
500 K gas temperature range. The pyroclasts entrained in the PDC
simulations have rinds that are sensitive to the initial gas temper-
ature but not to the initial current density (Fig. 6 and Table 4). At
an initial gas temperature of 900 K, the PDC pyroclasts develop
rind thicknesses that are on average 1.17 and 1.24 mm for the di-
lute and dense currents, respectively. As the initial gas temperature
decreases (or there is greater air entrainment), the rind thickness
on the pyroclasts increases. For both projectile and PDC pyroclasts,
Table 4
Rind thickness and timescales.

Model Initial gas temp.
(K)

Rind thicknessa

(mm)
τ transport

a

(s)
τ rind

a

(s)

Projectile py
1 900 2.27 ± 0.46 20.80 ± 7.71 28.00 ± 18.02
2 900 3.11 ± 0.46 34.62 ± 11.58 21.44 ± 4.23
3 700 2.47 ± 0.33 20.25 ± 7.51 27.85 ± 8.68
4 700 3.16 ± 0.42 32.45 ± 10.81 22.12 ± 4.70
5 500 2.64 ± 0.26 19.49 ± 6.93 29.40 ± 8.76
6 500 3.14 ± 0.37 31.35 ± 10.37 23.33 ± 5.10

PDC pyroc
1 900 1.24 ± 0.22 61.99 ± 20.90 122.14 ± 15.44
2 900 1.17 ± 0.23 26.64 ± 14.48 91.34 ± 14.12
3 700 1.95 ± 0.17 61.98 ± 19.20 39.11 ± 7.51
4 700 1.96 ± 0.19 26.63 ± 15.30 55.26 ± 5.27
5 500 2.24 ± 0.13 60.38 ± 21.41 28.65 ± 7.19
6 500 2.29 ± 0.17 26.88 ± 14.97 35.22 ± 8.74

a Values are the average result for the 1000 pyroclasts (Lagrangian particles) per model. The
the distribution in rind thickness narrows as the initial erupting gas
temperature decreases (Fig. 6d, e, and f).

The rinds on the projectile and PDC pyroclasts also differ in bubble
size. The projectile pyroclasts with the thickest rinds have exceptionally
small bubbles (bubble radius b10 μm) near the clast edge and increase
in bubble size towards the rind–interior boundary (Fig. 7a). The smallest
rinds (PDC runs with initial gas temperature of 900 K) have the largest
bubbles at the clast edge. Rind thickness and minimum bubbles sizes
are correlated; the thickest rind has the smallest bubbles at the edge.
The PDC pyroclasts generally have larger bubbles at the edge of
the clast than projectile pyroclasts. The minimum bubble radius for
the PDC pyroclasts is greater than 10 μm. However, at equivalent
rind thicknesses (where rind thicknesses of PDC and projectile clasts
intersect in Fig. 6e–f), the PDC and projectile pyroclasts can have
similar minimum bubble sizes in the rind. This only occurs for PDC
τ Tg
a

(s)
Cool surface 200 Ka

(s)
Cool rind 200 Ka

(s)
Cool outer 10 mma

200 K (s)

roclasts
129.01 ± 49.67 11.61 ± 11.76 27.92 ± 21.07 214.79 ± 29.55
95.06 ± 48.24 5.86 ± 2.46 29.63 ± 9.99 182.93 ± 17.22

133.48 ± 25.55 9.46 ± 3.29 31.72 ± 10.49 211.39 ± 10.86
105.16 ± 45.88 5.40 ± 2.17 27.18 ± 9.30 185.27 ± 15.11
139.34 ± 16.20 8.05 ± 2.44 32.00 ± 9.64 210.28 ± 7.67
113.22 ± 42.95 5.24 ± 1.91 28.75 ± 7.43 188.54 ± 12.98

lasts
290.62 ± 40.16 78.58 ± 19.66 137.90 ± 14.49 368.83 ± 26.77
216.56 ± 44.53 90.21 ± 8.70 106.17 ± 14.40 317.15 ± 31.06
199.72 ± 12.62 18.24 ± 4.94 49.87 ± 9.80 268.51 ± 4.68
178.08 ± 17.39 22.40 ± 8.75 68.31 ± 10.12 258.99 ± 7.34
115.56 ± 29.79 12.36 ± 3.37 38.20 ± 9.62 213.93 ± 9.21
148.89 ± 4.16 11.36 ± 5.24 46.01 ± 13.10 226.87 ± 4.34

number after ‘±’ is the standard deviation of the average.
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Fig. 6. Rind thickness. a–c.) Binned averages of rind thickness with depositional distance away from the vent for each initial gas temperature (900 K, 700 K, and 500 K). All pyroclasts
start with a uniform initial temperature of 1200 K and 1.0 wt.% H2O. Each point is an average of all particles within the 100-meter horizontal distance bin and the error bars are the
standard deviation of all rind thicknesses in that particular bin. The bottom portion of the figure is the topographic profile for the simulation. As gas temperature decreases (greater initial
entrainment of air), there is less difference between the rind thickness of projectiles and PDC pyroclasts. Also note the pyroclasts in the dense PDCs travel further than the pyroclasts in the
dilute PDCs. The dilute, higher velocity projectile pyroclasts travel the furthest horizontal distance and have the largest rinds. The kink in the projectile rind distribution is an effect of
ejection angle. Before the kink, the particles are mostly ejected at higher angles and have lower particle Reynolds and Nusselt numbers than the particles after the kink. d–f.) Distribution
of rind thickness for each simulation. Initial gas temperature decreases from left to right. As the initial gas temperature decreases (or as entrainment of air increases), the distribution in
rind thickness narrows for all simulations. The distribution of rind thickness illustrates how the rinds of PDC pyroclasts approach similar thicknesses to the rinds of projectile pyroclasts for
the 500 K case. It also shows that the initial PDC current density made little difference in rind thickness, but initial current density did affect the rind thickness for the projectile pyroclasts.
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runs with initial gas temperatures less than or equal to 700 K. The
radial bubble profiles for the PDC pyroclasts show a distinct trend
with decreasing initial gas temperature. As the current temperature
decreases, the rind increases in thickness and the bubbles at the
edge of the clast decrease in size (Fig. 7b).

The radial distribution of bubble sizes in the pyroclasts can also be
compared using porosity. The final bubble size, R, and shell of melt
around the bubble, S, allows the calculation of porosity at each radial
point in the clast using (R3/S3) · 100. The bubble geometry is closely
packed cells that each contains a bubble in the middle and a finite
volume of melt surrounding the bubble (Prousevitch et al., 1993). The
interior of the bomb will have a final porosity of nearly 100%, because
the bubble grows to the equilibrium value determined by Henry's law
of water solubility in magmas. At ambient pressure and the initial
bubble conditions in Table 2, Henry's law gives a final porosity of 99%
(e.g., Prousevitch et al., 1993; Koyaguchi, 2005). The bulk interior poros-
ities are an overestimate since the bubbles are allowed to grow to the
final equilibrium state at atmospheric pressure, which does not occur
in nature. For example, Wright et al. (2007) has bulk interior porosities
between 32 and 71% and Burgisser et al. (2010) has vesicularities in the
core between 8 and 44% for Soufriere Hills. However, estimates of
porosity with this model should be accurate in the rind where the
distance between bubbles is more pronounced and the spherical shell
assumption more robust.

To compare the rind porosities, average rind porosity for each clast
is calculated using all the individual bubble porosities in the rind. The
PDC runs with an initial gas temperature of 900 K have average rind
porosities of 75–95%. The remaining PDC and projectile clasts have aver-
age rind porosities between 20 and 65%. The porosity decreases with
increasing rind thickness for the PDC and projectile pyroclasts (Fig. 8).
The minimum porosity in the rind or the porosity at the edge of the
clast for the PDC runs with an initial gas temperature of 900 K is
between 30 and 90%. The PDC pyroclasts with initial gas temperature
of 700 K have minimum porosities less than 20% and the PDC pyroclasts
with an initial gas temperature of 500 K have minimum porosities
less than 5%. All the projectile pyroclasts have minimum porosities less
than 20% and also decrease to 0%with decreasing initial gas temperature.
At equivalent rind thickness, the projectile pyroclasts have similar mini-
mum porosity to PDC pyroclasts, when the initial gas temperature of the
PDC is less than or equal to 700 K. There ismore overlap in rind thickness
and minimum porosity for the PDC and projectile pyroclasts when the
projectiles are from the dense buoyant plume (i.e. Projectile 3 and 5).

The cooling history of the pyroclast affects the amount of time it
takes to restrict the growth of bubbles within the rind. We define,
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τrind, as the characteristic timescale for the bubble at the rind–interior
boundary to reach 99% of its final, restricted size. It is a timescale that
is used to quantify the time it takes the low-vesicular rinds to form.
Viscous effects in the micro-scale model restrict and terminate bubble
growth. The time it takes the melt surrounding the bubble at the rind–
interior boundary to cross the calculated glass transition temperature
is defined as τTg. For all the pyroclasts, τrind is 2–5 times faster than τTg.
The calculated glass transition temperature using Giordano et al.
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increases and the average rind porosity decreases for the PDC pyroclasts. The projectile
pyroclasts decrease slightly in average rind porosity with decreasing initial gas tempera-
ture. The projectile pyroclasts have the thickest and least vesicular rinds. If there is signif-
icant entrainment initially into the PDC, the rind thicknesses and porosities of PDC
pyroclasts begin to collapse onto the projectile pyroclast region.
(2008) is based on a slower cooling rate, 10 K/min, than the cooling
rates the modeled rinds experience, which exceed 80 K/min. The time-
scales for the projectile pyroclasts are correlated with initial current
density and relatively poorly correlatedwith the initial gas temperature.
The PDC pyroclasts' τrind and τTg are correlatedwith initial gas tempera-
ture and poorly correlated with current density (Table 4), similar to the
rind thickness results.
Fig. 9. Rind thickness dependence on initial water and transport path. The comparison
uses the thermal history of 1000 particles in the Projectile 4 and PDC 3 simulations, but
the initial water concentration is varied. The initial gas temperature is 700 K for these
models. Each point is the average rind thickness of 1000 particles and the error bar is
the standard deviation for those particles. As initial water concentration is increased, the
resultant rind thickness decreases. In the figure, focusing on a rind with a thickness of
roughly 1.25 mm shows that the thickness is the result of a PDC pyroclast with 1.5 wt.%
H2O or a projectile pyroclast with 3 wt.% H2O, thus illustrating how rind thickness is
dependent on both water concentration and transport path.
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3.3.2. Rind thickness due to water concentration
The initialwater concentration and transport path of pyroclasts have

a first order impact on rind thickness (Fig. 9). For both PDC 3f and Pro-
jectile 4f, the highest water concentration of 3.0 wt.% in the molten
pyroclast results in the thinnest rinds with an average thickness of
0.42mmand 1.14mm, respectively. The lowest initial water concentra-
tion of 0.8 wt.% in the molten pyroclast results in the largest rinds with
an average rind thickness of 2.53 mm for PDC 3a pyroclasts and
3.87 mm for Projectile 4a pyroclasts (Fig. 9). Around 0.5 wt.% dense
bombs form because the bubbles are unable to grow. As initial water
is increased the rind thickness decreases and rind porosity increases
along the same trend in Fig. 9. The threshold for when a dense bomb
or a vesicular bomb with no rind forms depends on the initial bubble
conditions and bomb composition. Transport regime is a factor in rind
thickness for all water concentrations. For the lowest initial water
concentration, there is relative change of 34.63% in rind thickness
between the PDC and projectile pyroclasts and for the highest initial
water concentration there is a relative change of 63.16% in rind
thickness between the two transport paths.

In addition to variations in rind thickness based on initial water
concentration, there is also a difference in the radial bubble size distri-
butions within the rind. The minimum bubble radii in the rind are at
the very edge of the clast. For Projectile 4a (0.8wt.% H2O), theminimum
bubble radius in the rind varies from 0.34 to 17 μm and the minimum
bubble radius in the rinds of Projectile 4f (3.0 wt.% H2O) pyroclasts
varies from 17 to 450 μm. For the pyroclasts of PDC 3a (0.8 wt.% H2O),
the minimum bubble radius in the rind varies from 2.3 to 72 μm, and
for PDC 3f the minimum bubble radius varies from 390 to 1360 μm.
For both PDC and projectile pyroclasts, the 3.0 wt.% H2O rinds have a
larger average bubble size than the 0.8 wt.% H2O rinds.
3.3.3. Rind thickness due to clast radius
The simulations with varying clast radii result in different particle

Reynolds numbers and heat transfer coefficients because of the change
in radius. The PDC simulations also result in different paths traveled and
environments experienced because of the change in particle radius. The
smaller pyroclasts for the PDC case travel the furthest distance, around
3.4 km (Fig. 10d). The distance traveled does not vary significantly for
the projectile clasts because the particle Reynolds number is high (Rep
N 3 × 104) for all cases, and therefore the drag force on these large clasts
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Fig. 10. Variation in rind thickness as a result of clast radius. Both transport paths give the sa
thickness for projectiles with varying clast radius. b.) Rind thickness versus depositional distan
the thickest rinds. The magenta (5 cm) and red (10 cm) pyroclasts are the most similar in rind
thickness for PDC pyroclasts with varying radius. d.) PDC pyroclast rind thickness versus depos
and have the thickest rinds.
only varies slightly. Both the projectile and PDC pyroclasts show the
same trend, whereby cooling is fastest for the smaller clasts. This results
in increasing rind thickness with decreasing clast radius (Fig. 10).
4. Discussion

4.1. Thermal history influence on rind thickness and timescales

The transport regime (projectile or PDC) of a pyroclast has a first
order influence on the rind thickness. Projectile pyroclasts in general
develop thicker and less vesicular rinds than the PDC pyroclasts
(Fig. 8). Thicker rinds develop on the high velocity pyroclasts due to
high heat fluxes. The high heat fluxes are a result of higher particle
Reynolds number and greater temperature differences between the air
and clast. The rind thickness of pyroclasts entrained in PDCs depends
strongly on the thermal history of the current. The PDC pyroclasts
develop thicker and less vesicular rinds as the initial gas temperature
decreases. The decrease in initial gas temperature is a proxy for greater
entrainment of ambient air during the collapse phase that forms the
PDC. A PDC with limited ambient air entrainment retains heat, thus
does not maintain enough of a temperature difference between the
pyroclast and current to cool the pyroclast fast enough to restrict bubble
growth. The thicker rinds are a result of the cooling rate of the pyroclast
being faster than the growth rate of the bubbles. Thus the thermal
environment (and initial air entrainment) affects the development
and thickness of rinds in PDCs.

In all the PDC simulations, the 20 cm diameter clasts are concentrat-
ed in the bed load region of the current, which is the hotter part of the
current in the simulation. This implies that the pyroclasts are not sam-
pling the entire thermal environment of the PDC with equal fidelity
and are biased toward sampling the thermal information from the bed
load region.We did not incorporate the entrainment of colder substrate
and subsequent cooling of the current from the bed load region.
This lack of erosion could bias our currents to hotter conditions
(Eichelberger and Koch, 1979; Marti et al., 1991).

A regime diagram that compares transport regime and rind thick-
nesses (Fig. 11) shows the distinction between the two transport
paths and thermal environments. The vertical axis is the rind thick-
ness (mm), Lrind, over the conduction length scale (mm), Lconduction.
The conduction length scale (in mm) is calculated using the total
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Fig. 11. Regime diagram. As the initial gas temperature decreases the PDC pyroclasts
develop thicker rinds and begin to collapse onto the projectile pyroclast area. Most of
the PDC pyroclasts fall below 1 on the vertical axis; implying conductive cooling is more
important for PDC pyroclast rind formation and heat flux cooling is more critical for
projectile pyroclast rind formation. The projectile pyroclast area varies very little with
the changing initial gas temperature. This is a result of the quick exit out of the eruptive
column into the cool, ambient air environment. There are a few outliers for the projectiles
from the general shaded area of each simulation. 99.4% of the projectile pyroclasts
fall within their respective shaded areas and 100.0% of the PDC pyroclasts fall in their
respective shaded areas. Pyroclasts that are greater than 1 on the horizontal axis still
have bubbles growing in the rind after deposition. Even though the bubbles are still
growing after deposition, the majority of bubble growth is almost complete before
deposition and the growth after deposition is very slow with very little change in size.
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travel time of each pyroclast and the constant thermal diffusivity of
the pyroclasts, where

Lconduction ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τtransport � κc

p� �
� 1000: ð21Þ

The horizontal axis is τrind over τtransport. The regime diagram depicts
that for some of the projectile and PDC pyroclasts, the conductive
cooling during transport is not the determining factor but rather the
heat flux from radiative and convective cooling is most significant in
determining rind thickness. This occurs for pyroclasts that fall above
the value of one on the vertical axis. Above this value, the rind thickness
is greater than the length scale that is conductively cooled during the
time the pyroclast travels.

On the horizontal axis, the pyroclasts with values greater than one
have rinds that are still forming after they have been deposited. Such
clasts are common in PDC deposits, but some projectile clasts also fall
past one on the horizontal axis. It should be noted; however, that
while some bubbles grow in these clasts after deposition, the majority
of bubble growth (and rind formation) is during transport, as bubbles
grow initially very quickly from diffusion-limited growth and then
slowly reach their final size by viscous-limited growth. In the rind, all
the bubbles stop growing and do not reach the a priori Rfinal (Eq. (20))
because viscosity of the melt surrounding the bubble terminates
growth. Field observations suggest that rinds form during transport
because some bombs are found abraded with both thick and thin
rinds on a single clast. Field observation also indicates that some
bombs are plastic at the time of deposition and expand after deposition.
Many bombs are found intact in deposits, but in their cool, expanded
state they are exceedingly fragile (Walker, 1969, 1982; Wright et al.,
2007; Giachetti et al., 2010). The cooling model of Wright et al. (2007)
determine that some of the thinner rinds on the ballistic clasts form
before impact but the thicker rinds may have still grown after impact.

The regime diagram illustrates that pyroclasts entrained in PDCs
develop rind thicknesses that are dependent on the surrounding gas
temperature, which supports the hypothesis that the rind thickness in
breadcrust bombs is a useful thermal proxy for the thermal history of
PDCs. The diagram shows that with decreasing initial gas temperature,
the PDC pyroclasts begin to collapse onto the projectile region
(see Fig. 11). With decreasing initial gas temperature (i.e., greater
ambient air entrainment), PDC pyroclasts begin to develop thicker
rinds due to faster cooling and higher viscosities at the edge of the
clast. The faster cooling of a pyroclast restricts bubble growth more
quickly and therefore causes τrind to decrease. All these changes cause
the collapse of PDC pyroclasts onto the projectile pyroclast region.

Themodel developed here and the comparison between timescales,
τrind, τTg, and τtransport, for the projectiles and PDC pyroclasts provides
insight into the timing of rind formation. In these calculations, τrind
suggests that the first two minutes after eruption is critical for rind for-
mation for this general case of homogeneous and instantaneous
nucleation of bubbles with the onset of eruption (Table 4). For colder
eruption environments, such as enhanced air entrainment or transport
through ambient air, the time for the rind to form is less than a minute.
The pyroclasts transported in a hot PDC (initial gas temperature 900 K)
take one to two minutes longer to cool, which causes thinner rinds to
form. The rinds of pyroclasts from hot PDCs have larger average bubble
sizes than the other pyroclast rinds. For initial gas temperatures of 900
and 700 K, the PDC pyroclasts with rind thicknesses similar to projectile
pyroclasts are generallymore vesicular than the projectile rinds (Fig. 8).
In the field, it may be possible to distinguish a PDC and projectile
pyroclast from each other not only by rind thickness but also by the
vesicularity of the rind.

4.2. Physical insights and assumptions from the model

An interesting detail that emerges from the coupled model is that
viscous effects ultimately limit bubble growth in the rinds of breadcrust
bombs. The coupled model should develop thicker rinds if the initial
viscosity is increased either by usingmore silicic compositions or having
a higher crystal volume fraction. The temperature range that bubble
growth is terminated is higher than the glass transition temperature
that is calculated under the cooling rate assumption of 10 K/min
(Giordano et al., 2005, 2008). Kaminski and Jaupart (1997) found a sim-
ilar result where the rinds on pumice formed from viscous quenching
and before crossing the implied glass transition temperature. The initial
glass transition temperature for our model is about 820 K (see Table 2),
but it fluctuates in our model because of water loss through diffusion
into bubbles. The assumption of a 10 K/min cooling rate for the glass
transition temperature may not be realistic because the calculated
cooling rate for all modeled rinds is greater than 80 K/min and often
much faster. The viscous restriction of bubble growth at high cooling
rates may be at the glass transition temperature applicable for higher
cooling rates (N10 K/min), although this is difficult to access with the
current model for glass transition with these compositions (Giordano
et al., 2008). Therefore, this result suggests that faster cooling rates
(and higher implied glass transition temperatures) may be required to
predictfinal rind thicknesses if explicit bubble growth is not considered.

When constructing this model, several simplifying assumptions
were made and here we evaluate the impact of these assumptions on
cooling rate and rind formation. The assumption that particles are
spherical and isotropic results in slower cooling compared to more jag-
ged or oblong clasts because of their lower surface area. Experiments on
particles over lower Reynolds numbers, 1.1 × 104 b Re b 5.2× 104, found
that the cooling of spheroids (aspect ratios b 0.67) increased theNusselt
number by 40% or less compared to spherical clasts (Zheng and List,
1996). We also used the black body emissivity for the radiative heat
transfer and are therefore calculating the maximum radiative heat
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transfer. Radiative heat transfer is only important for the initial few sec-
onds when there is a large temperature difference between the surface
and surrounding air. Therefore, the black body assumption likely does
not have a large effect on the cooling history. We do not examine the
spinning and potentially faster cooling of the pyroclasts or the abrasion
of the clasts as they travel, whichmight be important to the cooling his-
tory of individual clasts (Vanderkluysen et al., 2012). The same experi-
ments of Zheng and List (1996) found that spinning between 5 and 22
Hz made only a small difference in the total Nusselt number and this
difference was within their experimental error.

An improvement of our model compared to previous efforts is the
ability to take into account the differential velocity between themoving
particle and the moving current of hot gases with heterogeneous
temperatures. Furthermore, we use the correct empirical Nusselt
number from the experiments of Achenbach (1978) to calculate
the heat transfer coefficient. As reported in the Appendix A, the
Nusselt number from the Achenbach (1978) empirical equation
for Rep N 4.0 × 105 is up to six times larger than their experimental
results and the Nusselt value we calculate. The result of this correc-
tion is a lower Nusselt number and slower cooling of pyroclasts at
high particle Reynolds number (Rep N 4.0 × 105). Consequently,
though we have simplified the problem to better understand the
sensitivity of the cooling to physical parameters, the simplification
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 12.Distribution of rind thickness based on distance away from vent. From left to right are th
of rind thickness for an initial gas temperature of 900 K. b.) Distribution of rind thickness for an i
c.) Distribution of rind thickness for an initial gas temperature of 500 K gas. The PDC pyroclast rin
As the initial gas temperature is decreased (or the transport temperature is more homogeneou
simulations. For the 2000–3000 m box at all gas temperatures, the high velocity projectiles ha
of assuming a sphere results in less than a 40% lower Nusselt num-
ber compared to non-spherical clasts. By comparison, our correc-
tion to the empirical equation for convective cooling (Achenbach,
1978) yields a Nusselt number that is up to six times smaller
than the reported value for high Reynolds numbers.

4.3. Rind thickness as a result of initial water

Similar to previous studies (Hort and Gardner, 2000; Wright et al.,
2007), the rind thickness is found to decrease with increasing water
concentration for both projectile and PDC models (Fig. 9). This trend
has been noted in ballistic breadcrust bombs at Guagua Pichincha
where increasing rind thickness correlates to decreasing water content
trapped in the glass of the rinds (Wright et al., 2007). Breadcrust bombs
at Guagua Pichincha are described as “finely breadcrusted” and “thickly
breadcrusted”. The finely breadcrusted bombs have rinds less than
3 mm, 1.4–3.1 wt.% H2O, and 30–54% vesicularity. The thickly
breadcrusted bombs have rinds greater than 3 mm, 1.0–1.3 wt.%
H2O, and 0–13% vesicularity (Wright et al., 2007). The small rind
thickness and larger average bubble size in the rind for the 3.0 wt.%
rinds (Projectile 4f) could be described as finely breadcrusted and
the 0.8 wt.% rinds (Projectile 4a and PDC 3a) could be classified as
coarsely breadcrusted.
e binned deposit distances of 0–1000m, 1000–2000m, and 2000–3000m. a.) Distribution
nitial gas temperature of 700 K. Notice the increase in rind thickness for the PDC pyroclasts.
d thickness distribution now overlapsmorewith the projectile rind thickness distribution.
s and similar to ambient air), the distribution in rind thickness becomes tighter for all the
ve the mode with the largest rind thickness.
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In our simulations, the thickest rinds develop around 1 wt.% H2O,
which parallels the findings ofWright et al. (2007). Some of the reasons
rinds get thicker with decreasing water concentration is greater bubble
nucleation delay (Wright et al., 2007), slower bubble growth rates, or
slower flux of water. In our model it is the last two. With lower water
concentration, the viscosity will be higher and will more effectively
restrict and slow bubble growth. Lower water concentrations have
slower growth rates and do not generate as steep of a concentration
gradient as higher water contents. Therefore, the flux of water is slower
for lower water concentrations. This results in slower growth rates
(Prousevitch et al., 1993). A comparison of the two cooling schemes
with variable water concentration reveals that the initial water concen-
tration and transport regime are both first order influences on rind
thickness. Modeling the formation of rind thickness using a better-
constrained initial water concentration will likely provide clues to the
thermal history of the clast.

4.4. Pyroclasts as a thermal proxy for PDCs

The model developed here provides a guideline for the interpreta-
tion of textural features of pyroclasts. As Fig. 12 illustrates, pyroclasts
ejected into material with higher gas temperatures have a wider
variance of rind thicknesses once deposited. A small distribution in
rind thickness is the result of a cooler current or a homogeneous trans-
port history. A distal projectile pyroclast should have a thicker rind than
themajority of the proximal projectiles. Analysis of water content in the
rinds should also be considered when comparing different projectile
distances, as different rind thicknesses may also result from different
fragmentation depths (Wright et al., 2007). If rind thicknesses are sim-
ilar at one depositional area but themorphology of the clasts (i.e., radial
bubble size distribution) are different, this may indicate variations in
transportmechanisms or initial water concentrations. The radial bubble
size distribution provides key information about a clast's thermal
history and initial water concentration. In our model, generally a
pyroclast that has a more vesicular and thinner rind indicates
transport in a PDC, an abnormally hot thermal history, or high initial
water concentration. The thinner, more vesicular rinds match the
description of finely breadcrusted bombs from both Wright et al.
(2007) and Giachetti et al. (2010) even though the descriptions
for the Guagua Pichincha breadcrust bombs are for ballistic bombs.
A coarsely breadcrusted bomb in our model is the result of
low water concentration, low environment temperatures, or high
transport velocities.

5. Conclusions

Breadcrust bombs are deposited not only as projectiles but are
commonly found in PDC deposits. Our results show that systematic
textural variation will develop in bombs transported by different
means. The thickness and texture of the rinds in breadcrust bombs
reflect the influence of transport regime, transport properties, and
clast properties. These affect the cooling rate, viscosity, and bubble
growth rate that ultimately control the rind thickness. The simulations
also provide insight into the timing of rind formation. For the general
initial conditions postulated here, it takes b 2 min for the rinds to
form. The integratedmodel compares howa rind develops in a pyroclast
that is transported by the two end members of transportation, projec-
tiles out of the buoyant plume and entrainment in PDCs. For clasts
entrained in a hot PDC (gas temperature N 900 K), the developed rind
thickness is noticeably thinner than the rinds of projectile pyroclasts.
Clasts entrained in colder PDCs produce similar rind thicknesses to pro-
jectile pyroclasts. Thickly breadcrusted bombs found in the field are the
result of fast cooling rates (low surrounding gas temperatures or high
velocities) and slow bubble growth rates (low initial water concentra-
tion or high viscosities due to quick cooling). A finely breadcrusted
bomb is indicative of a hot thermal environment, slow transport
velocity, or high initial water concentration.

In summary, breadcrust bomb rind thickness and porosity provide
insight into the individual coolinghistory of pyroclasts. Undermost con-
ditions, the distribution of porosity and rind thickness for PDC and pro-
jectile clasts are distinct. The textural variations in PDC pyroclasts are
typically indicative of variable amounts of current cooling from entrain-
ment and initial water contents.
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Appendix A

The empirical equation to calculate theNusselt number for Reynolds
numbers greater than 4 × 105 is found through experiments on spheres
(Achenbach, 1978). The value of coefficient, a, for that empirical equa-
tion in Achenbach (1978) does not match their data. The value for a is
stated as 5 × 10−3 in Achenbach (1978), and we will refer to it from
now on as a2. Our own polynomial fit of the experimental data reveals
that the correct coefficient value is a1 = 5 × 10−4 (See Fig. A1). The
use of coefficient a2 results in over 5 times larger Nusselt numbers
than were found experimentally for Re N 4 × 105. We use the value of
a2 reported by Achenbach (1978) and the value of a1 in our coupled
model to compare the impact of a2 on cooling calculations. We will
focus here on the Projectile 1 model. With a2, the heat transfer
coefficient is up to 6 times larger than the heat transfer coefficient for
a1 = 5 × 10−4. The surface temperature when using a2 is up to 250 K
lower than the surface temperature for a1 in the first 30 s. The rapid
cooling changes the time it takes the rind to form or the time it takes
a pyroclast to reach the glass transition temperature by a factor of 2.
For example, the average τrind for Projectile 1 is 28.00 s but with a2 it
is 15.73 s. The average τTg for Projectile 1 is 129.01 s but with a2
it is 64.89 s. The use of a2 increased the average rind thickness by
approximately 1 mm.
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